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Lithium
Power

Monovac Freedom: five features for unlimited freedom

• Unparalleled operating time of 45 minutes when fully charged
• Touch’n’Clean: Stop & Go at the touch of the handle
• Cable-free: the risk of tripping over tangled cables is a thing of the past
• Extremely quiet, making it ideal for noise-sensitive environments
• Hygienic thanks to the optional HEPA 13 filter

Endless power: Owing to its state-of-the art 320-watt suction motor, the Monovac Freedom is  
currently the most powerful product in the battery-powered vacuum cleaner category.
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Monovac Freedom
0% cable. 100% power. 100% freedom.

Technical Data

How it works

• Touch the handle and the vacuum cleaner turns on. 
• Let go of the handle and it turns off. 

In other words: The vacuum cleaner is only on when it is actively being 
used. The Freedom’s actual operating period is therefore significantly 
longer than conventional battery-powered vacuum cleaners.  
What’s more, the tool’s intuitive and ergonomic operation makes 
everyday cleaning that little bit easier. An enjoyable technological leap!

Up to 30% less energy consumption

Stand-by function

As part of the daily routine it is quite common to leave vacuum cleaners 
running during short interruptions of work. The Freedom prevents 
this waste of energy with the  Touch'n'Clean function in its handle: 
The motor is only on when the vacuum cleaner is actually in use. This 
reduces power consumption by up to 30% and extends the operating 
period accordingly. The benefits are both ecological and economical.

If the vacuum cleaner is not moved for five minutes, it will automatically 
go into sleep mode. A slight motion is all it takes to get the Freedom 
working again – ready to pick up where it left off. The power supply is 
regulated by the new smart-battery management system to guarantee 
maximum performance for the duration of the vacuum cleaner's service 
life. Touch’n’Clean guarantees flexibility and ensures that the only way 
is forwards!

Lithium power & Touch’n’Clean:  
start, vacuum, stop

Technical Data
Capacity 3 l
Weight 8.0 kg
Total height 38 cm
Total length 40 cm
Total width 32 cm
Vacuum 120 mbar
Airflow rate 30.7 l/s
Vacuum motor output 320 W
Sound power level (EN ISO 3741) 65 dB(A)
Sound pressure level (EN ISO 3741) 53 dB(A)
Rated voltage 36 V
Lithium battery 36 V/ 8.8 Ah
Battery life ¾ h
Charging time for full charge 4 1/2 h
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Nozzles
41600 Combination nozzle 30
41601 Combination nozzle 50
41602 Basic Combination nozzle
41604 Nozzle with rolls 30
41605 Nozzle with rolls 36
41616 Joint nozzle M/D
41617 Upholstery nozzle M/D
41618 Brush nozzle M/D
41619 Radiator nozzle M/D
41620 Universal brush nozzle M/D
41625 Nozzle set 35
41630 Connector 35/37
41631 Connector 37/35

Filter
42083 Pre-filter M/D
42084 Pre-filter washable M/D
42086 HEPA 13 filter Monovac
42087 Waste air filter Monovac

Tubes and hoses
41636 Tube M/D 50 cm
41635 Tube extension 25 cm
41637 Telescopic suction tube M/D
41640 Suction hose M/D compl.
41642 Antistatic hose M/D compl.

Basic Version
Combination nozzle 30 Joint nozzle M/D
Telescopic suction tube M/D Upholstery nozzle M/D
Suction hose M/D compl. LED charge indicator
Pre-filter Monovac/Durovac Charger
Waste air filter Monovac Handle Touch’n’Clean

Micro-fleece bag Monovac/Durovac

Filter bags
42613 Fleece bag M/D 6 litres (10 pc.)

Accessories
36922 Charger Freedom
42031 Scented platelets (10 pc.)

Monovac
Model: Freedom
Art. no.: 40770

Broaden your horizons and your mind with the Monovac Freedom – 
experience Touch'n'Clean in action:

Watch film
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Monovac Freedom:  
it just keeps going 

Monovac Freedom:  
unlimited performance

The Freedom’s integrated lithium iron 
phosphate battery was developed by 
Wetrok exclusively for this vacuum 
cleaner. The external charger allows for 
quick and easy recharging. And whether 
you charge the battery or fully, the lithium 
iron phosphate battery is designed for 
more than 2,000 full charges.  
The Freedom has an integrated battery, 
this means that damaged or lost 
batteries are a thing of the past. 

Quiet, sustainable cleaning - that is 
what is demanded of cleaning tools 
in the healthcare sector. And these 
are the strengths of the Monovac 
Freedom. The vacuum cleaner is the 
ideal cleaning device for hygiene or 
noise-sensitive environments.  
It is so quiet that even individuals 
in the direct vicinity of the vacuum 
cleaner are not disturbed by its 
operating noise. And when equipped 
with the HEPA 13 filter, dust and 
bacteria are filtered even more finely.

Lithium iron phosphate  
battery: a battery developed 
by Wetrok

Monovac Freedom:  
the insiders’ tip for the  
healthcare sector

If you like broadening your horizons and don't like limitations, then it’s time for you to discover a new world 
of dry vacuum cleaning with the cable-free Monovac Freedom. A world in which flexibility is everything,  
the working radius is boundless and suction power is unlimited. With its Touch’n’Clean function, the 
Freedom responds to the slightest touch. Touch the handle and the vacuum cleaner turns on. Let go of 
the handle and it turns off. Ready to go: cable-free but with an extra boost of suction power. Limitations 
imposed by cable length are a thing of the past - broaden your horizons!

The Freedom features a perfect blend of excellent area performance and a long battery life.  
The integrated battery allows for improved performance - the ultimate combination of power and stamina.  
With an operating period of 45 minutes when fully charged, the Monovac Freedom is unparalleled in the 
world of battery-powered vacuum cleaners. Even large areas can be swiftly cleaned of dust.  
However, there is more to the machine than just its power: The Monovac Freedom’s minimal noise levels 
ensure that it is not disruptive, even in noise-sensitive environments.

The vacuum cleaner features an enormous area performance and a high degree of cleaning efficiency.  
There are no limits to the Monovac Freedom's uses. It knows no obstacles  
and has no need for power sockets.

The oval shape and low centre of gravity ensure that the 
powerhouse manoeuvrable and hard to tip over. The turbine 
and battery are installed near the base of the vacuum cleaner, 
with the low centre of gravity ensuring maximum stability. 

A stable companion: 
manoeuvrable and hard to tip over 

Based on physical studies, the «Defined Air Pressure» technology 
(DAP) controls air flow and air pressure, ensuring the highest level of 
vacuuming performance and the best possible noise dampening. 

«Defined Air Pressure»:  
air pressure tuned for top performance

When equipped with the HEPA 13 filter, dust and bacteria can 
be filtered even more finely and foreign objects can be removed. 
This means that the Monovac can even be used in hygiene-
sensitive areas, no problem.

Sustainably cleaning:
optional HEPA 13 filter

Vacuuming performance without idle operation: Touching 
the automatic handle is all it takes to turn on the Monovac 
Freedom. When the automatic handle is released, the motor 
shuts off automatically. Your advantages: no unnecessary 
power consumption and vacuuming noise. 

Touch-sensitive operation:
automatic «Touch'n'Clean» handle

The 3,200 cm2 pre-filter (class M) retains dust and allows 
for air to pass through unhindered. This protects the 
motor from dust and guarantees a longer service life. 
Clean exhaust air is channelled upwards into the room so 
that dust on the floor is not stirred.

Large-surface pre-filter:
clean exhaust guaranteed

Tangled cables? Nope. The battery-powered vacuum cleaner 
guarantees flexibility and manoeuvrability in premises with a lot 
of furniture. It performs brilliantly even in areas with numerous 
corners and obstacles such as chairs and thresholds. Another 
advantage: with a cable-free vacuum cleaner, the risk of 
accidents caused by tripping is kept to a minimum.

No cables, no trip hazards:  
vacuuming has never been this safe


